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Lynne Taetzsch, born in East Orange, New
Jersey, is a writer and painter who has spent most of
her life bouncing back and forth between the east and
west coasts. She is the editor of Hot Flashes:
Women Writers on the Change of Life (Faber &
Faber, 1995), an anthology of personal essays and
poems. Her own essays have appeared in Minding
the Body (Doubleday, 1994), Many Mountains
Moving (March, 2000), and the Women's
Newspaper; her fiction in Pacific Review, Breakfast
All Day, Tennessee Review, and Chiron Review,
among others. Her abstract expressionist or "action"
paintings have been exhibited in California, Florida,
Texas, Wisconsin, North Carolina, New York, New
Jersey, Washington, DC, Kentucky, and South Korea.
Taetzsch grew up in northern New Jersey and
received her BA in English from Rutgers University. She also studied art at USC,
UCLA, and Cooper Union in New York. She received her MA in English from San .
Diego State University and a Ph.D. in creative writing from Florida State University.
She taught writing for three years at George Washington University and is retiring as an
Associate Professor of English this May after teaching creative writing at Morehead
State University for five years.

fiendish Tits
(Reprinted from many mountains mouing, 2000)
It is 1955 and I am fourteen-years-old-shy, frightened, awkward-the classic wall-

flower at the dance. Another part of me is ready to step out of that role, to be placed on
a proper pedestal, adored, and petted like a true beauty queen.
When James, the president of his high school class and future insurance sales- ·
man, tells me that I could knock him over with a couple of changes, I take the bait.
James has a picture in his head uses to measure girls by-an empty space in the jigsaw
puzzle of his brain where shapes have to angle and curve in just the right proportions in
order to fit. Carve a little off here, push it out there, and bingo-I'll set his heart on fire.
Lower down than his heart is what he really means.
"If you did just a couple of things to fix yourself up," he starts off.
Just these couple things and then I'm going to be irresistible. I can't wait to hear
what they are. So he comes to my house for Sunday dinner, holds my hand and steals a
kiss in the basement after I beat him at ping-pong.
I'm feeling power here-the sweet power of seduction-so new to me, so fragile.
I'm a babe in these woods. I let all defenses down.
Tell me, I say, what I need to do to make myself irresistible to you, James. I
want to know.
What do I expect him to say, after all? Wear a different shade of lipstick? Bob
my hair? I think my hair is one of the items, but not the one, of course. Shoes is another, I think.
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And then he slaps me with it: "You need a new bra," he says. "To get some
uplift."
And after James leaves, I spend the rest of the day in bed.
#

#

#

In Woody Allen's EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED TO KNOW ABOUT
SEX BUT WERE AFR/AD TO ASK, a mad scientist's experiments loose a huge breast
upon the countryside. "Look," the character Victor says, "it's a gigantic tit." The ugly
pink balloon is described as a "fiendish tit" and a "colossal boob." At one point Victor
says, "It looks angry--the nipple's getting erect."
The female breast is fiendish, colossal and angry. Bobbling along spurting milk,
the breast attacks and kills before Victor cleverly traps it into a "4000 with X cup" bra.
Humor. Let's remember this is humor. I laughed the first time I saw the movie, didn't
you?
I also read Philip Roth's THE BREAST when it came out in 1972. This is another story about a gigantic mammary gland, only this time a college professor, David
Kepesh, has turned into one. And what does Kepesh-the-Tit want from his girlfriend
Claire when she visits him in the hospital? "I don't want her to read to me--I don't even
listen. I don't even want to talk any more. I just want her to squeeze me and suck me
and lick me. I can't get enough of it" (31). That's what tits are all about--wanting to be
sucked and touched and licked twenty-four hours a day. Imagine having two of these
insatiable nymphomaniacs hanging from your chest.
Kepesh has his own ideas about the origin of his hormonal transfiguration. "Was
I just another American boy raised on a diet too rich with centerfolds? Or was it rather
a longing in me, deep down in my molten center, a churning longing to be utterly and
blessedly helpless, to be a big brainless bag of tissue, desirable, dumb, passive, immobile, acted upon instead of acting, hanging, there, as a breast hangs and is there" (61).
These passive, immobile breasts of mine-hanging out as they are, appropriated as
they are--feel more vulnerable than the rest of me .. I'd better hide them from men's
prizing eyes.
#

#

#

All along I have a body that is really OK. It won't look half bad if I dress right
and stand up straight, get a decent haircut. The world will know I do have boobs, after
all. And a bit of an indentation for a waist.
But won't that be distracting?
When I go to Cooper Union art school in New York City, I travel in from New
Jersey, taking two buses, a subway and a long walk. On the bus I am surrounded by
businessmen in suits on their way to work. I wear paint-covered jeans, layers oft-shirts
topped with a sweatshirt, no bra. The scruffy look. One time I run into James, looking
spiffy in his suit, on his way to the insurance office. From our clothes you can tell we
inhabit different planets. There is no longer any possibility that an expensive haircut
and an uplift bra could bring us together.
I just can't help it. Whenever I put on an uplift bra and tight sweater, all I can
feel is whorish.
Those are the kind of girls my brother Donny likes--ones who will let you into
their pants on the first date. He ticks them off in his black book, passing them down to
4
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his friends if they don't stack up when they lie down. But he picks a good girl to marry.
What am I to make of this? Do I imitate the ones he lusts after, laughs with, makes
dirty remarks about behind their backs? Or should I build a prison around my body,
lock it up tight until Mr. Wonderful signs the contract on the dotted line, then hand him
the key to possession? It is lonely in that cell, and they will snicker behind your back
anyway.
I decide it's better to be neither. Better to be a guy, to pal around with guys, to
be a buddy laughing with them at the chicks, broads, dames, tarts and bitches.
#

#

#

With the help of stays, corsets, brassieres and plastic surgery, we women artificially shape our breasts as if we were all trying to reach Plato's ideal of the breast. We
make firm an ideal, pointing up an ideal--or cleavage becomes the essential definition,
so we squeeze and press as if we are working with putty or clay. Yet we think in geometric, not organic forms.
Lounging around the hot tub after racquetball, I note that the female breast is
much varied in shape, texture, size and color. Without restraints they bob, float, sag,
spread, cling or fly--each pair a testimony to the individual identity of their owner:
"free to be me."
Any bra strong enough to hold me up now is uncomfortable. It leaves red lines
on my back, sticks to my flesh in the summer heat.
When I lose or gain weight it comes and goes in my face, my waist and my
breasts. I want to reduce them all. I want to be a stick. That's the only form in which
I'm willing to grow old. One which will not remind me that I was once female, fecund,
full.
#

#

#

Boobs are always the first thing I see in the girlie magazines--giant ones bobbing
at me as if in 3-D, from cover to cover. I can't help but feel unendowed looking at
them. But I also feel sorrow for the women possessing these giant mammaries. So
much weight to carry. No place to hide.
I'd rather take my pants off and expose the lower half of my body than bare my
chest. My cunt hides safely in its little thinning bush, whereas the boobs are blatant
advertisers for free sex.
When the man I'm living with asks me to wear more "feminine" blouses, I draw
the line. Give me a tailored shirt, please, preferably a size or two larger than I need.
"How come you never wear anything frilly?" he demands. I take his request as an
attack on my very being--the core of me, my soul.
Frills are just what they are supposed to be--soft, frivolous, distracting and weak.
I'll take the "no frills" policy, thank you. Frills are like rolling hills of flesh, inviting
touch. The soft woman in pastels and frills is always ready for your touch. She invites
you to romp in her hilly meadows, lush, fragrant and spongy.
How distracting to feel like that twenty-four hours a day. How embarrassing to
invite the whole world into your private landscape.
Men have appropriated the female breast as part of their rightful terrain, have
become landlords, land barons, overseers of these hills, determined to tum them into
standardized vineyards with blooms the same size, same shape, same color, same fralnscape
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grance--more marketable that way. Germinate an improved brand of larger, more uniform fruits; artificially color them if necessary to match our culture's trained expectations: apples are red, lemons are yellow, oranges are orange. Don't let them ripen on
the vine, there just isn't time. Commodities must be ready on market demand, come off
an assembly line, not out of a rain forest.
#

#

#

Why do I define everything about my breasts in terms of men's reaction to
them? What about my own reaction? What do I think and feel about my breasts?
They are frankly a bother. You have to hold them up in uncomfortable
brassieres--otherwise they bob about when you run. They have a nasty habit of slipping
out of your bathing-suit top when a wave knocks you down at the beach. You're always
having to keep track of them. Where are they? What are they doing now?
I should mention mammograms, I suppose. I don't believe men would let you
put their balls in a device like this--two metal plates, one above and one below, that
clamp down to flatten you out. The first time I went for a mammogram with my friend
P, she went in first and said it didn't hurt at all. But it hurt me like hell. "Tell me when
you can't take it any more," the technician said reassuringly, "and I'll stop." When I
say, "That's it," she pushes the lever a tad more--gives it that extra squeeze that makes
me nauseous and faint. Sitting in the chair waiting for her to check to see if she got a
good enough picture, I tell myself I will not let her redo the procedure if the picture is
blurred. I will not, in fact, ever put myself through this torture again.
Two years later I let myself be talked into another mammogram in DC. This
time an empathic truth-telling technician gets me through it--not without pain--but with
confidence and composure.
The trouble is, I don't know why I'm getting these mammograms. I don't think
I'm a candidate for breast cancer. I read that the statistics we've been given on its
tremendous increase are false--some do-gooder's notion of how to get us all to pay more
attention and take care of ourselves.
Then I hear about a woman I know finding lumps in her breast, her armpit. She
was in my car-pool last year--a slim, trim woman in her early fifties--the picture of
health. I try to imagine the shock and fear she must feel.
These fiendish tits--one minute obliterating our minds in blind passion, the next-inviting cancer cells to freely procreate.

#

#

#

When my daughter is born, I have no hesitation about saying "no" to breastfeeding. It is not an option as far as I am concerned. And in those days, there was no
pressure to do it like there is today. It is still hard for me, watching my daughter-in-law
breast-feed her baby, not to think of it as cow-like. What do I have against cows?
The woman-body is too close to cows and bitches to start with. It is difficult,
while watching the breast spurt milk, to imagine a brain residing in that body. Women
are supposed to get their creative kicks by feeding their babies instead of their art.
These bodies make great subjects (that is, objects) to be painted or written about, but
cannot own subjectivity for themselves.
6
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Perhaps this is why I have always tried to hide my breasts--the part they play in
signifying "desirable, dumb, passive," that state of immobility, of passive reception, that
I have been fighting since puberty.
I am attracted to flat-chested women. My eye is attracted to them. I am envious
of their androgynous bodies.
The prepubescent girl is perfect. Lolita.
In life drawing class, where most of the models are women, my drawings get
more abstract with each passing day. This does not please my teacher, who wants us to
"get the anatomy right first." I have a desire for color texture, surface and shape--but
none for the female anatomy.
Recently a lot of circles started appearing in my paintings and drawings. I can
draw an almost perfect one free hand. Circles, eggs, spirals, and curlicues careen across
my canvases in wild abandon. They call to me in a siren's voice to come play with
them.
And they multiply like cells.
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matthew Branham
8904
sing loud
tuneless
a child's mindless falsetto
blank slates fissured
packaged
painfully labeled
slow
dense
incorrigible
bound by words and
offhand criticism
premature verdicts.
china-inspiring fingers
dimpled
black graphite smeared
curl whitely around bars
in pretty
blue-padded cells.
angel faces
press against
cold bus windows
eyes stare vacant.
wearing marks of shame
with make believe pride
sitting down
keeping mouths closed.

Impression
You swept in
riding piggyback rainbows
filled me with love
then swept yourself away.
I stood unaware
Dead timber mimicking art
treasuring sweat haloes
stained into the fabric
of navy blue pillows.
8
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Kenneth Casper
The Conquest of Hebe
Choderlos de Laclos knew my wayward thought actions toward envisioned Hebe-How long can I forestall my voracious appetite for the durations of your sybaritic fado?
An immaculate personage in nothingness night after night emanates mysterious icx:nlgrai:by
Perfumed pogonoophobia hides every man from his dream to hold that woman
In the secret confines of Petra caves Debussy plays gamelan music for her dance
Iridescence glows the chiffon that barely covers the forbearance that composes
The lustrous progressions of a chime beat and expanded to the farthest range
Even a vicarious charcuterie trip with utterances of transitive pleasures affected
Savory points touched by proxy thoughts urging measured beats eliminating distance
Retreating to the lych-gate time after time to prolong the unbridled senescence
Indescribable malaise turns into vengeful exultation watery, drippy toward moral
Risk of an unified objectification of this miraculous failure rampant sureness
The flux seeks the fallowed canyon unto the velvet cup into the Cubist fracture
Splattered and flung horizontality sebaceous sea wasps seek confiture sweet.
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Eric Collins
Uenus y microsoft
Evening:
The cinema.
telematic form of a blonde on blonde goddess
filmic body ablaze to my projective pleasure
only partially visible
dreamy bending of industrial statistics
JUST LOOK AT THE STATISTICS
The film's climax
stoney cold Goddess dressed in nothing but furs transfigured as a
blank-faced male double showered with spurts of white liquid CAPITAL.

Micro-soft
a telematic exchange of faith
screen to screen.
whitemale techno-magic
obscene fascinating Mouth to screen to mouth
a cold screen of data
"and I was confident I'd access her image"
"PRETTY WOMAN take pity on me"
nameless fear
burst
>>>>>>>>>>Cockpit (Baghdad) information .•.•.•••....
"Jack off as often as you want Nobody will say; nobody will see; nobody will smell a thing."

Devotions
No house without a TV is a home
Ero Geo: Art in the age of s(t)imulation
(DAVID)
I
constructed in such a way that it could play a winning game of JEOPARDY, answering
each of its opponent's memories with a counter-memory. An orphan in attire and something unnamable in its mouth sat before the game bored flashing to the home viewing
audience .
.. .... ... Actually, a little parasite who was an expert JEOPARDY player sat inside and
guided the orphan's maneuvers by remote control.

(In mass denwnstration against the US.-led attack on Iraq all the anarchists wore masks.)
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For better and for worse:

(W)riting is a transnational bio-tech firm named NARCISSUS.

Its business is both ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE and VIRTUAL REALITY. Its
business is the rearrangement of entertaining memories for maximal profit and the forgetting of everything else. This business, an extension of sadism, or the masterful male
dream of purified enlightenment, involves both more and less than sadism. This business is mas(s)ochistic in the general economic sense of the word. It offers an image of
pain or unhappiness as indissolubly BOUND-UP with an image of redemption or liberation.

Prospects for redemption.
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII
Here in the space between us we might be touched by a more poetic form of geography
an Ero(tic) geo(graphy) that plays back upon itself in mphaned waves and (dis )autobiographical
musing again and again and again ........ .
IV(4)our
"Seek for signs of food and clothing first, then the Symbolic Order shall be added onto
you, if at the same and subtracted from your bodies."
-Black Madonna Durkheim 2011
(An erotic geographer influenced by Marx in a fight for the material and imagiruuy spaces of memory)
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James Gardner
Our Cycle
On the seventh day
I breathed her air
Cradled her in my lungs
I tasted flowers
Laying on her grass
I see clouds the shape of
Pablo Neruda's head
Where is her waterfall?
Babbling, boiling
I want to hear her
Roaring in my blood
Everytime we kiss
A universe forms
A Big Bang destroys the waste
A civilization dies
Anew, protoplasm tentatively touches
I love being the Father
Of new Everything

Paint It _____ _
White walls
Sterile feeling
Want to smudge my environment
With my fingertips
Want some mud, black mud
From an October downpour
(I can smell the rain)
I want to smear my name
So people can remember me
Paint with reds, my veins scream
Stripes in the black mud
Like the cross-section of a bloodstream
But the walls stare
No eyes, no flowers
Just stark nakedness
I draw a picture in a glass of water
With my fingertip

12
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William Hshley Johnson
Hold
There's enough can be said
in the press of hand on hand.
His knuckles swollen
with buds of bone
wrapped in the red irritations
of ligaments and spring rain,
as veins trace well known paths
to tips, still cold with constriction.
A well-padded palm
greets my own,
holding winters armed
with pikes of ice
and summers that burned
fields bare. Broken once
too often. Set, petrified,
now come, as of the
cold steel teeth
that furrow fields;
one finger less,
lost to the maw of mounds
and sticky steel,
leaving every third row unturned.
His remembers the curve of scythe
and mine, match him palm for palm,
their line undefined,
new hands, as yet unbroken.

f lkhorn Creek
My seventh summer came
on slow, crawling across
the two lanes of town
on sluggish feet
that slouch along
between wet nights.
The creek ran along Main,
before ducking
under that rusted
expanse of Cooper's Bridge.
We played those banks,
lnscape
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strung line from tree
to tree, dropped rocks
big as boulders
to turn that flow,
and caught crawdad's
and copperheads,
before the sun stretched
them past our reach.
Day ran to day,
until time spent in sun
all ran to one.
And that one,
all cool, brown water
and us, stretched
across the warm
black backs
and breath
of inner tubes.
We slept summer
sleep then,
letting water
push us from town.
I dreamt hard
of black water
and woke to crows
and the sickly-sweet
smell of sun
on fallen apples.
From the thickest branch
one human fruit,
swung side to side,
face blown blue
as if breath was still held
beneath those broad,
bloated lips,
pursed in accusation.
Crows spoke instead.
Straining water
with bright beaks
in search of human vestiage.

14
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Boaes
Eye's rimmed red and floating
in the spicy remains of a sharp
wit and caustic tongue,
rolling from side to side
as each shuffle stops
before the next.
Shuffle-step shuffle-step
Makes good time,
crossing Sixth Street
with the light. Biggest
worry being the cold,
but hot beneath
both coats
and half-calf boots
found just last week.
Shuffle-step shuffle-step
Down Sixth to Main
and across to Rose.
His skin gives to wind,
sails stretched beyond their age,
tacking one way, then the next.
From the lighthouse of cardboard
gleams the bottle call,
warning on the rocks.
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m.o. mynhier
In my Oily
They weave and roll
then jack into the sky.
Hatched of bottomless rock,
limestone and sandstone,
pea gravel, pebbles, black coal
and yellow dirt and clay.
Carpeted with hickory, poplar,
oak and maple droppings.
Those great rods that jut for a time,
then lay down and die.
Sometimes green, brash, resilient.
Sometimes gray and brittle as death.
But life rampages,
leaving spoor in the snow.
I jaunt into a great mouth
not worried with escape.
I like being rolled into the belly.
There's no fear.
I have been from here before.
Slow gurgle sounds tell me I'm home. I smile.
The gut of the giant is sounding.
It flows with cool-wet-clear life.
And I know I'm closer to yesterday
than I will ever be to tomorrow.
I hear wind pass through deep wrinkles,
curving-carving gullies.
Wind runs the ribs-bending the limbs,
fighting to escape
but I stay.
I move deeper and onto a vein.
Lifting skin.
The pureness of life.
I have to climb. I have to.
Generational blood-thump
tells me of them.
It tells me across tall seas ... they came.
They marched into the belly.
Like bugs, they scattered.
Now me.
I hold no grudge, for I know them.
They live in me and mine.
There were no options.
16
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Their choice, as mine, was no choice~
We, ... weeds, and seeds of weeds
are carried about on puffs of time and blue.
I stand here.
I see for two hundred years.
It's in my mind.
I want carried deeper.
Deeper into that beast...
That beast. The one others scoff.
But, now I fear.
I fear because, I see.
Tailored slopes,
Once rough hewn.
Flattened and smoothed
the greatness of the belly... slowly it empties.
How quickly its muscle and might grind into chunks.
Trucks and trains long and ugly,
maggots feeding on carrion from beneath thick hide.
I shrivel too.
My weeds ...
My seed where will they go
to know themselves,
to fulfill their past?
I see it being dug, burnt,
sawed to dust and smoke.
A future generation's blood-right, killed.
Will they still have the need?
The heart-the gut-consumed
It is nothing. No belly. A myth.
I'm glad for the ageless.
They're gone.
I'm sad for the coming weeds
with no place.
No place to know.
A blobd-thump,
but no belly to walk into and remember.

II Hunter's Soul Displilyed in Pilin of Wonder
Crisp dark of woods and earth
a sound old as man and buck.
Moon glow skips and bends around limb.
Daylight but an hour, frosted whiskers know
Glint eyes stop, rake the skyline, squinted.
Skeletal out-takes of crook' d tree,
wetted frost and moon make them bone.
Leafless gasp are silent pray of sapling stab.
lnscape
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Iced breath looks of smoke.
Briars latch to movement and me
as deadly in death, as when sun'd and green,
ripping a sound when pulled to fray long thread.
A warning, the ear'd chipper dark knows me now.
Breeze pulls my sweat to it.
A smooth gray beach lumbers above and ahead
surrounded by oaks and hollow'd out with black-meat tinder.
Every step brings crunch under foot.
The noise I hear is me
A distant movement of life and breath,
should fire and lead exhale with that cold deafness?
A thought climbs or descends as flow on the currents.
Some hurt in the lungs remind me, I'm cold,
Warm moisture soaks in the chill of pre-mom
leaving me full of aloneness and shook.
I am but one man, separate, and defined by the kill
or the un-thudden sprigg to not
and I know both too well.

18
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.AmanJa Ktlchen:

Afraid of lhe Waler.

Black anJ While Pholography.
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Amanda Fleshman:

Someone's Dreamgir/.

Black anJ While Pholography.
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$lephen Hor\anJer: UnWleJ.
Pencil.
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)e11ica VanW tnlde:

Lucky.
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Surred.
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Mdce &._yturn: T.he Gardener.

Black
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Continued from page 12

misty Hamilton
Lingering
[an acrostic}
Bridges run along to towns
Under the hunter's moon
Trees tell the story of the wind with their leaves
Tell the story of times long forgot
Everafter just isn't what it used to be
Reflections in waters that trickle to the bone
Faint fingers that trace the faces in the sand
Lingering faces that wash out with the tide
Imaginations of children long since lost to age
Ease on through the flowing motions and
Stay as long as you like

Shouting Into nothing
Blue we danced on the doorstep of our dreams,
Heads back and laughing out loud at ourselves,
Almost unbalanced if not for the strength of the others bracing touch
Green she swayed out of the nightmare and up the attic stairs,
To the long forgotten memories of days gone by,
Times she could no longer hold onto,
She could only stare at the pictures,
Into the hollow eyes of friends long passed and feel nothing
Aquamarine like the stars at dawn,
They screamed down below the watchtower,
But elicited no return,
Not a sound from those that slumbered in that tiny little town,
Settled into the hills like a knot of wood in a tree
Periwinkle twilight and we found ourselves sipping coffee at 2 a.m.,
Mulling over the good old days,
And wondering exactly where those 20 years had gone,
Strange that we remembered the beginning,
But couldn't quite put our fingers on the middle and what led to the end
Coral-painted toes lingered in sand,
Their owner not really wanting to leave the tidepools that helped her escape it all,
Looking into such tiny worlds as those somehow allowed everything else to make sense
Grey was the moon as the clouds rolled by and he caressed her legs, her back, her neck,
Didn't want to let her go,
Didn't want those naked breathless moments to end
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Tania Sioux noble
Somewhere ill Dilwn or Dush
an artist
two tomato plants
like a yo-yo
strings
back and forth
hundreds of miles
breaking glass
sanding wood
painted in green
lavender and black
stands
in rain and thunder
dreams of flying
over tree tops
with a thousand angels
by her side
prays that she
finds herself crazy
in albuquerque
once more
with the sun on her back
and moon in front of her.

Cilnned loue
i've made a decision
not to be greedy or selfish
but put the feelings
i have for you
ma Jar
can them
put them away
in a cold dark place
to age and wait
until i'm hungry
after everything fresh
has been eaten and gone
when i am alone
i'll open them up
taste them with salt
and remember how it used to be.
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Remember the 11th
i write the white washed facts
leave out the true touches
but on better days
yesterday
i was lucky
being with her
like that was everything
i had ever missed in a woman
just pure serene touching and feeling
gentle moments escalating
into sensory overload
when closing my eyes
was the closest i could get inside
skin so receptive i swear
i could feel the light on it
paper rock scissors
we worked out a deal
i get the cigarette
you get the water
birds chirped and sang us to sleep
sweet exhaustion curled
her legs so good over mine.

I Bring my Desk to me Tonight, Wt1sn't met1nt for You to Stt1y
why don't i ever take this with me
i always write when i get back
the afterthought, the carrying over
remembering ... all the things i replay
the way i wanted to tell you
i had bought a candle
wished you were here
smoking another cigarette
nite shirts and massages
didn't happen in the plan
did not listen to my intuition
fireworks, fourth of july
driving to chicago in a uhaul
we pointed things out in the clouds
kentucky with a piece missing in the side
an egg being released out of the fallopian tube
right on fullerton avenue helped you unpack
i used my muscles up three flights of stairs
poured water down your back
you called me a bitch
i dropped the mattress and laughed
a neon funeral home on the comer
she replies, they won't have to take me far
a distinguished apartment, a classic
have to leave you there.
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Dauid Uallance
Sanity of a mental Patient in God's Open Palms
Night eclipses day.
Moon passes through forests,
· through trees,
through hearts of children sitting down by empty river beds under pale light
Of evening sky, hugged by clouds,
Puffy white and tinted green,
Sung to sleep by stars twinkling nowhere,
Yet twinkling everywhere before their nova comes.
Raindrops glisten on golden rays in pale light
Sifting through stratocumulus,
nimbus,
hands of God.
Speckled majesty in open spaces of Heaven.
Sliding off to land below.
Crystallizing as they descend.
Cascading down to terra firma.
Seeping through dry soil.
Tanned.
Cracked.
wrinkled
barren.
Seeping to roots.
to caskets.
to rotting corpses of family plots.
to roots where they can be used for living death.
Tree died.
Icicles cling from withered limbs mottled with snow.
covered with snow.
drowned with snow.
Birds have no home.
Earth has no shelter.
Last tree crumbles to toxic evil.
Nothingness takes hold.
Nothing becomes everything.
Wrapping bony fingers around throats of children still dreaming into future.
Destitute wasteland surrounds.
Empty void for empty hearts.
Empty soul for lost dogs and cats.
Turtles hide in shells forever.
I walk across my mind to find someone new to take over.
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Lorie Hnne Zientara
Paper Boats
Time
Slips away like
Silt in a
River
Like
Air
In
Your Hand
Time and memories
Sifting
And
Shifting
Like
A
Breath
They
Appear
Like a cloud in the sky
Blow
Me
A
Kiss
The memory
Lingers
Tiny fingers that
Clutch
At
My
Prayers
My throat
My
Heart
Words
Launched
In little
Paper
Boats
Made by children ,
That
Sink
Into waters

as

we drift into
Dreams

And

on

silt laden rivers fruitful with

Sail

hope

And

imagination
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Portrait of mrs. mcHenzie
Ginger blues
Ooze
Through
Dripping
Drops
Of
Ginger-laced
Memories
Old Mrs. McKenzie
Ather
Door
Calling me
Just home from school
All alone
House empty
To her house (kitchen)
Full of
Cookie smells
And fire wood
Consuming
In the front and
Center seated
Clean as new
Old wood stove
I have her
Family Bible now
With silver latches
And thick
Old leather
I read it
And she still
Sits near me
Her warm
Soft arms
And gentle scent
Of
Fresh-aired laundry
Lavender
And
(mysterious )(heady)(exotic) Spices
Still comfort me
Latch key kid
Poking the
Key
Out from
Inside
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The sunporch door
Reaching
Through
The brass mail slot
To retrieve it
From the floor
She calls
And
Even in my memory
I run

To her
To learn
Satisfying ways
Tobe

Alone
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m.o. mynhier
Plumb Blind
A man's life can take the most unexpected turns. I don't know what entities control one's fate. But they do dangle barb-riddled baits in our faces and, at times, they've
pitched a commotion with my life. It may be that there are numerous baited situations,
and it depends on a fellow's intentions as to which hook is bitten and how deep the barb
is driven into the core of his soul. I've been guilty of nibbling on several baited hooks
but only once did I engulf the bait-hook, line, and sinker.
It was mid-August, 1976, and the fall semester was just underway. My brother
Darwin's girlfriend, Kathy, now a freshman at Morehead State University was living on
campus. The two of them had been in love since their freshman year of high school.
I'd always considered love as something one made with the girls.
Darwin didn't have a car, so he'd asked me to take him to see her. It was hot
and I was bored, so I said, "Okay." She was staying in the freshman girls dorm and I
couldn't think of a better place to spend an afternoon. The thought of being surrounded
by hundreds of girls was something I figured I could deal with.
The old, red '66 Chevy truck, camper-topper and all, fit perfectly into an open
slot in front of the dorm. Girls everywhere. I didn't say a word to Darwin. Most likely
he wouldn't have understood anyway. I just thought in silence, like you do you church,
"Hot Damn, a gold mine."
It was about 4:00 p.m. and the weather was humid, hot and sticky. Most of the
girls were wearing skimpy clothing. They created a breathtaking view from where I sat.
I swallowed a couple of times real hard, trying to get my heart out of my throat and
back down somewhere close to my chest. I just knew that if there was a heaven, this
was sure as hell what it ought to be like. And if heaven was like this, there ain't no
wonder the Indians referred to it as "The Happy Hunting Ground." I was staring in awe
at what I suspected to be hallowed ground.
My knees were wobbly as I got out of the truck and we headed up the sidewalk
toward Fields Hall, the freshman girls dorm. Giant oaks lined the walk and the benches
beneath the trees were filled with girls. There were more girls sitting on the lawn and
even more standing around in groups. Girls covey'd like quail. My instinct told me to
fire into the coveys then start hunting down the singles, methodically bagging an entire
covey before moving to the next. I'd just turned twenty and was ready to kick my own
ass for not already knowing of such a game preserve as this.
"This could be more fun than shootin' fish in a barrell," I told myself.
Kathy, Darwin's girlfriend, came out of the dorm with three or four other girls.
She saw Darwin and smiled at him, then she threw a sideways glance at me and snarled
her upper lip. She didn't like me. I didn't care if she did or not because she was too
damn goody-goody for my taste anyway.
I checked out the girls with her; one was a dark-haired girl named Donna that I
knew from high school. Donna was cute but seemed to be a little too shy and prim.
Besides, she already knew me and my love of the hunt. The others I didn't know, giving me a slight downwind advantage for a stalk.
I wasn't paying much attention to Darwin, Kathy, or Donna or to what they were
saying. I was focused on multiple targets and thinking, "How do I go at this?" Greed
was getting the best of me. I didn't want to let any escape. There were numerous ways
to got about my task. I could still-hunt and wait for a trophy to meander near enough to
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bag. I could pick up a hot track and follow only one, hoping to get lucky. I was bewildered. There were just too many of them for standard tactics to work. I was going to
run myself ragged and end up with nothing but brain damage to show for my effort if I
wasn't careful.
I kept telling myself, "Keep your tongue in your mouth, boy." But the "Self'
had a mind of its own and it was in drool-mode. I was just standing there, my head
spinning at all the possibilities and doing nothing.
Darwin, Kathy, and Donna were sitting on a bench under one of the oak shade
trees and I was standing beside them when a girl came running down the sidewalk and
jumped into my arms. I didn't have a clue as to who she was. She wrapped her arms
around my neck. Not being one to question good things, I wrapped my arms around her
waist and held on. I thought, "There is a God and he's flingin' tiny blondes at me." I
was for damn sure gonna catch 'em as long as he was gonna throw 'em. I was pretty
sure that for the time being, all the gods were with me and I didn't want to risk pissin'
them off by dropping a girl they'd flung my way.
It took a few minutes, but I learned that her name was Elsa and that she was
from Springfield, Ohio. She had green eyes and short blonde hair. She was around 5'5"
and about one hundred pounds with a tiny waste and a smile that sold my heart.
I thought, "By God, this is almost like the Snipe hunts we used to take greenhorn
kids on in the middle of the night." The difference being that, in the here and now, the
girls were real and you don't need a feed-sack to catch 'em in. They just run up and
jump in your arms.
I thought it only proper to introduce myself. I said, "By the way, I'm Dewayne."
"I know," she answered.
I wondered how she already knew my name, but not for long. There's some
things in life you just don't question. I know that "they" say, "If it's too good to be true,
it probably is." Well, for starters, I don't know who "they" are or if "they" know what
they're talking about and, besides, my brain just don't work in that mode. I decided that
"they" probably missed out on a lot of fun, a mistake I wasn't going to make. I had my
own motto-- "Do it before she has time to think it over because, given the time to think,
she may change her mind."
I wasn't just living for the day. I was living for the minute and right this minute
everything was fine and dandy in my world. I had a green-eyed blonde in my arms and
we seemed to be getting along great.
I asked her if she had any plans for the evening. She said, "No."
"Want to go for a drive?" I asked.
"Sure," she said.
I told Darwin that we'd be back after a while and we headed to the truck.
"Where you wanna go?" I asked.
She said, "I don't care. Where ever you want."
We got in the truck. She slid over next to me. I thought to myself, "Why ain't
you thought of this college before?" It was the only place I'd ever been where gals just
jumped into a feller's arms.
I aimed the truck to the west on US 60. I was heading towards familiar territory
and my old huntin' grounds where I'd grown up. It was about a ten mile drive, but I
wasn't in no hurry to get anywhere. I pretty well knew that there wasn't a place anywhere that was better than where I was right then. I had a girl, a truck, a camper-topper
with mattress. It was a fine day to be alive.
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I was racking my brain, trying to think of a place I could take her that would
impress the pants off her. I thought of Phantom's Mountain.
"How would you like to see the prettiest place in Kentucky?"
She said, "O.K."
"Like takin' candy from a baby," I thought.
Phantom's Mountain really isn't a mountain. But it is what I said it was--the prettiest
place in Kentucky. I'd hunted every inch of it before I'd turned fifteen. There wasn't a
ridge, gully, slew or holler that I didn't kn?w as well as my intentions for the night.
There's only one way to the top of the mountain. A gravel road that winds its
way around 'till it reaches the top. The top of the mountain is a rolling meadow of unmowed hay full of summer wildflowers and surrounded by forest. There is a breathtaking view of the valley below.
By the time Elsa and I reached the top of the mountain, a gentle breeze was
caressing the wildflowers, causing them to lean toward us. The sun was setting causing
long shadows to drift from the tall trees and across our meadow. The sky held the perfect amount of cotton candy clouds. They floated by as if they didn't care where they
were headed. The sunset filled them with color. The orange and red tinted clouds
backed by a sky so blue that it left one to wonder of such sights.
This was too good to be real. I couldn't have drawn it up any better. I was once
again going to be rewarded for the patience it took to develop such skills as I possessed.
No doubt about it, I was going to score a direct hit. I'd drawn a fine bead on her and all
that was left was to pull the trigger.
We sat on a blanket holding hands and I watched Elsa as she took in the view.
There were three lakes in the valley and all three looked as if they'd been put there just
for my use on this day.
My eyes were on her. She may well have been looking at the most beautiful
view in Kentucky, but I liked looking at her. It seemed like it was almost too easy.
Everything was going perfect.
We sat on that blanket 'till the sun left us and the stars filled the sky. Nothing
much being said, we lay back on the blanket and star gazed in silence.
Something really weird happened to me between the time she'd jumped into my
arms and the star gazing we were now doing. I'd never had a problem with finishing
what I'd started. All that was left was to take the shot and she'd be a goner. I couldn't
do it. I couldn't finish her off and I didn't seem to mind that I couldn't. I actually felt
good about not wanting to.
I was worried about me, though. It wasn't like me to freeze at a most crucial
point. "Buck-eager" was what the old timers called it when the hunter freezes up with a
trophy in his sights. Then a thought crossed my mind that scared the hell out of me.
"I'm in love," I thought. "No way," I told myself, "Love is for those being hunted, not for the hunter." The hunters too savvy to be sneaked up on by his quarry. Too
leery to have been caught with his guard down.
"I'd never have allowed her to back-track and then double-back on me," I
thought. Now that I'd used sound logic, I felt better about my skills. I could relax.
"I'm probably coming down with a cold or something," I decided.
Later, I drove her back to the dorm, but she'd agreed to see me again the following evening. I hadn't even kissed her yet and already, I knew. I walked her to the door
of the dorm where Darwin and Kathy were waiting. The next night I took her to a
movie, and on the third night she went home with me. She spent the weekend with me,
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but on Sunday night she asked me to take her back to the dorm.
The next afternoon I drove to the dorm to see her. She came running and
jumped into my arms like before, but this time she asked me to take her home with me.
She said, "I tossed and turned all night last night. I kept waking up when I reached to
put my arms around you and you weren't there."
She'd already packed a small overnight bag and we headed home. Although I
can't recall, I know that I must have had a grin on my face all the way home. I was
proud of my lack of scoring on this hunt. Proud as I'd ever been of past hunts where I'd
nailed my limit. It wasn't a feeling that I was used to, but still, I kinda liked the way it
felt even if I didn't understand it.
I rationalized that if we'd caught each other, well, I hadn't actually lost the game
or came out of the woods empty handed. We'd both won, that's all. The way I saw it,
and the only way it made sense, was that on my very first outing to a college campus,
I'd bagged a big city college girl. I didn't figure that was too bad for an ol' country boy
from Salt Lick, Kentucky.
I knew that there were still the singles from the coveys that needed tracked down
before someone else moved in, but I also knew that there was plenty of time and it's not
considered good sportsmanship to wipe out the whole covey in one season. It's standard
practice to leave some for seed. I'd done well and I was young. Time wasn't a problem. I'd taken what I'd needed and no more. Besides, I'd gotten hold of all the animal
I could handle. She was a trophy alright.
I couldn't have been happier. I was finding myself falling more in love with her
every day. Kathy and Donna were quickly becoming accustomed to Elsa and I as an
item. Even though Kathy had always thought that I was awful and just out for a roll in
the hay with any girl I could get, she seemed to be a bit friendlier. The two seemed to
be taking a genuine interest in promoting the relationship. They were always telling me
how good Elsa was for me.
On December 4, 1976, less than four months after we'd met, we were married.
Shortly before our wedding, Elsa told me the story behind her jumping into my arms the
first time we met.
Elsa said, "Kathy and Donna had told me all about you and what a son-of-abitch and a womanizer you were. They said that you viewed females as nothing but
sexual conquests for your trophy room. They'd told me about the other girls you were
messing with before we met. Kathy thought you were a disgusting whore-monger that
slept with anything that was willing. Donna didn't think any better of you and she
thought you needed to be taught a lesson. I was supposed to get you to fall for me and
then drop you with no reason or explanation. They said you were full of yourself and
belittled the human race. Both of them thought it was time somebody took you down a
notch or two."
I looked up at her and grinned, then winked at her and said, "I think they're both
jealous because I've never chased them. Besides, I wanna know what went wrong with
your plan? Why didn't you do it? Why didn't you drop me?"
She said, "You remember the first day we met?"
"Well, yeah. Sort of," I said, still trying to at least salvage some sort of dignity.
"And remember when you asked me if I wanted to see the prettiest place in
Kentucky? Then you started up that gravel road to the mountain top. I thought to
myself, 'This guy's so full of shit that I can't believe it. I'm gonna have to fight him off
and make him take me back to the college.' Then we were on top of the mountain and it
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was just as pretty as you'd said. That's when I started thinking that maybe Kathy and
Donna were wrong about you. And when you didn't try to kiss me that first night, I
decided that, one way or the other, I was gonna get you and find out for myself what
you really were."
"I didn't kiss you cause my mouth was tired. Those other girls had wore my
mouth slap out and my lips needed the rest," I said with a grin. I had to try to save face
somehow, but she laughed out loud and said, "Yeah, right."
There was no doubt about it, by God. I'd been taken out of the hunt by the prey
I was stalking, and all because I'd been so focused on winning that I was plumb blind to
the fact that, from the get-go, I was the hunted. Oh well, all's well that ends well. I
really don' t care that she thinks that she caught me. I'm bigger than that. It doesn't
bother me that she laughed out loud at me when I tried to save face. I've worked it all
out in my mind and in my version, I'm the winner. I've got her and have managed to
hang on to her for the past twenty-three years. The great thing about our marriage is,
that after all this time, I'm still the "King of her castle" and "the Great White Hunter" of
her bedroom.
I'm not just sounding-off or tootin' my own horn. She's always telling me that's who
and what I am. When she says it's so, I damn well know better than to argue the point
because she hasn't been wrong one single time in twenty4hree years. Just ask her. But
then, I reckon, that's just one of the reasons she keeps me around--! make her look
good. I never win an argument. I'm a boost to her ego. I'm more useful to her than a
handle on a pan.
Come to think of it, she hasn't been too bad for me either. I guess time has a way of
being its own proof. Although I'm older and a hell of a lot slower nowadays, she still
lets me hunt her down on occasions and sometimes she'll even fling herself into my
arms. And when she does, I still hang on to her, just like I did the first time.
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Dauid Uallance
How the f nd Ill ways Is
Have you ever fallen asleep only to have a car door shut out in the driveway and
wake you up? And somehow you know, just as the one who sits up beside you knows,
that outside, walking up to the front door, are two parents who have no idea you exist.
And you know that if they find you, you are dead. That is what I will always remember
about Peck, yet that night is one I want to forget.
Peck will always be Peck to me, for I doubt I will ever know her as Mindy. It is
just one of those nicknames that someone gets one night that sticks with them for the
rest of their life. What is sad is that no one ever calls her Peck, at least not to her face.
Truthfully, I am the only one she has met who even knows her as Peck.
I remember the first time I met Peck-New Year's Eve, 1995. I had come home
for the holidays form college and lucked out in house sitting for my neighbors. My
friends and I thought "Big Party!" Wrong. My neighbors decided to come home a day
early. So there I was, desperate for something to do, and time was against me. Finally,
around 10:00 p.m., Jason comes over to pick me up and we decided to invite ourselves
to a party down the road.
I roughly knew Suzy, the girl who was throwing the party. That is to say when I
rode the bus before I got my license, she rode it with me. She also used to walk by the
art room window on her way to band every school day. A friend and me would sit,
wave, and embarrass her. The previous summer, I had even been at her house when one
of my friends was dating her cousin. Therefore, it was not as if I was a stranger that
showed up on her doorstep for a party. But what a doorstep it was.
Her father was a doctor, and his house was immaculate. (I remember being in
her upstairs bathroom at night during an electrical storm while the lights were out- wallto-wall mirrors and a skylight that reflected countless images of me with every stroke of
lightning. It was cool.) To this day, I do not know if I have seen every inch of that
house. I got lost in the basement, so I think I might have.
Anyway, there I was at the party. With the exception of my friend whose idea it .
was to come, every one was four years younger than I was, or so I thought. Me being
19, they being 15, the only thing that came to my mind was jailbait. And bitches,
because they were. There was Beth the bitch, Molly the bitch, and then I saw Mindy.
She sauntered into the room, dressed in a pair of khakis, an untucked white button-down shirt, and one of those sleeveless sweaters over top. She had short brown hair
that barely fell to her shoulders. There was nothing exceptional about the way she
looked, just an overall aura of cuddliness. I remember thinking, "Cute, but no way."
We started talking, anyway. That's when I found out she was 16. Not much better, but
at least she was legal to date.
We walked into the living room and braved the dreaded dogs from hell. I
remember Fifa jumping up onto the couch with us and we just played with her and
talked. She was asking me about college, I was asking her about her. Then I found out
her name.
"R__ ? As in Matt R__ ? Wow, we used to play soccer together. And that
would make your sister... "
"Yeah, Megan."
I knew her whole family. I grew up with her whole family. I played soccer with
her whole family. I sat in Latin class with her sister. Yet I never knew her, or never
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remembered her. So we continued talking, until all four dogs wanted to be on our laps.
So we moved.
The kitchen was worse. Her cat was in there. We turned the sink on to give it
water. Then it decided to drink straight from the drops plunging from the faucet. Then
everyone came in wanting to pop popcorn. So we moved.
Downstairs was when I discovered the secret passageway in the house, or at least
that is what I called it. There was a set of stairs in a room off to themselves. You had to
go through the laundry room and her brother's bedroom to get to them. We ended up in
the master bedroom upstairs. So we walked back down the main stairway, back down to
the basement, wandered around to the secret stairway again and back upstairs. By the
time we were about to complete our second lap around the house, Suzy realized what
we were doing and placed the stairs off limits on the sole reason that we had to go
through her brother's room. That ended the fun, so we moved.
Back in the living room, we found the television and everyone else. Five minutes till the New Year. Whoopee. The only holiday worse than New Year's Eve is
Memorial Day. There is nothing to do, nothing on television, and you don't even get
presents. I mean, how many times can you sing Auld Lang Syne while sober?
The New Year came, and Jason and I had to go. Suzy's parents were coming
home within 15 minutes and there were not supposed to be any guys over. So I got lost
in the basement again, trying to say goodbye to Mindy. They finally found us and
escorted me to the door. It was about five more months until I saw Mindy again.
I was away at college. Although it was only an hour away, I never wanted to go
home. Jason was the only one of my friends who still lived there. Therefore, if I did go
in, it was either to see my parents for a special occasion or to get money from them.
Jason had told me she was asking about me. When was I coming back in? How
could she get a hold of me? Was I dating anyone? Those little questions that make you
feel so middle school. So why was I happy?
May 17th we met back up. We both appeared at Molly's house. Remember
Molly, the second bitch from the party? Anyway, Jason arranged it all. He was like the
communications post between us. I had just turned 20, so I was feeling a little uneasy
about being around her again. We just hung out together, nothing big.
We continued to do that for about a couple of weeks. We would meet at social
events-plays at my old school, her friends' parties-and we would talk on the telephone.
I was reliving my high school days all over. I was tutoring her in Biology; after all, I
used to be a Biology major. I was helping her out in English; after all, I was now an
English major. Her teacher, my aunt's sister, told me what a difference I was making in
her grades and that she talked very highly of me.
Then one day, things got out of control. Her parents were away, and we were
talking on the telephone.
"How about I come over? How about you come over here? How long are they
going to be gone? Then I am coming over." This sort of bantering continued for a couple of minutes until I finally convinced her to let me come over.
When I made it to her house, she greeted me at the door. She told me I could
not stay very long. That was okay, I just wanted to see her for a little bit. She gave me
a tour of her house. We were upstairs in her room looking at her posters and pictures
she had on her wall. I sat down on her daybed; she sat down and leaned back against
me. We were just sitting there, honestly, and our eyelids became heavy. The next thing
we knew, "Boom."
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The sound of a car door can be deadening if there is no other noise to accompany it. She jumped up, looked out the window, and then just looked at me. Flash
Gordon would have been amazed at how fast two people can go from upstairs to downstairs, form one end of a house to the other, sit down, begin eating potato chips, and pet
her golden retriever before her parents even made it to the door. To my surprise, they
did not seem shocked by me being there. We talked for a bit, then her mom suggested
we take the dog for a walk.
We walked up to my old high school, her current high school, and walked
around the track. It was fenced in, so we could let the dog off his leash. We talked
more, and played with the dog. Strange, but no matter how often we talked, we never
talked about each other. We never agreed what kind of relationship we had. After walking about a mile, we returned to her house.
I knew I had to leave, but I did not want to. I sat down inside my car, and she
stood at the door. I leaned over and gave her a kiss, a simple peck on the lips. We
talked and kissed more. Every time a simple peck on the lips. This continued for about
a half an hour, simple pecks on the lips. It drove me insane. After that, her name
became Peck. After that, we never talked much.
I called her later that week, but she was, how did her mom phrase it, "unable to
talk on the phone." I stopped by her house to talk to her, but her sister came and told
her she had to do something. Every time we tried to talk, something would come up
that she would have to do. Therefore, I gave up. The last time I tried to call her was to
get back the tape I let her borrow. She told me to stop by Beth's house to get it.
The last time I saw her was a chance run-in at Wal-Mart. She and Beth were
dropping off film to be developed and I was in the electronics department. I saw her out
of the comer of my eye. As I turned around, she ducked behind the counter. So I started talking to Beth and ignored the fact that she was hiding from me. I never saw her
again, or even cared to see her again.
Could her parents have found out how old I was? Possibly. Could her sister
have told them? It was safe to say we hated each other. Could her brother have told
them? Possibly, but he had no motive. Could she have been afraid of me? Possibly.
Could she have found someone new? I doubt it. I mean, who would pass up me for
someone else? Whatever the reason, I will never forget the sound of her parents' car
door. And I will never forget how 30 minutes of pecks can change a life, and drive a
man crazy. But then again, that is how the end always is.
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Contributing ftrtists and Writers
matthew Branham is the proud son of Donna and Sam Branham of Martin County,
Kentucky. He has one sister, Jessica, who is the mother of two beautiful daughters-Cassie Leigh and Alexia Ann. Matthew's hobbies include playing in sand piles, lighting
fireworks and playing with his pet parakeets and hamsters. He is sponsored by his parents.
Kenneth Casper is a graduate student studying adult and continuing education at
Morehead State University.

Shalita Compton is a senior at Morehead State University. She is majoring in art.
The photo appearing in Inscape is a piece from a series in which her sister is the subject
of all the photos. Within the series, Shalita combines the art of photography, placing
subject into character through costume choice and handcoloring the finished print.

Denise Elaine Fernandez is from Sabah, East Malaysia. She has a Bachelor of Arts
with an area of concentration in graphic design. She is currently a graduate student at
Morehead State University studying studio art. In her piece, "Happy Days," she is
reflecting upon memories of spending time in two extremely different cultures.
Amanda Fleshman knew she would pursue art when she got her first box of shiny
Crayolas. Amanda receives most of her inspiration from Warhol, Dali, Man Ray, and
Mrs. Deck, her second grade teacher. Amanda is currently in her second year at
Morehead State as an art major and is president of the Visual Art Guild. Amanda would
like to thank the model of the chosen photograph, Amanda Kitchen. Without her, none
of this would have been possible.
James Gardner is a 24-year-old graduate student in English who likes reading
Hawthorne, Poe, loves Gravity's Rainbow, and is developing a taste for Orwell. Also,
he believes that the Rock is the People's Champion. So say the millions (and the millions) of the Rock's fans ...

Stephen Horlander is a junior at Morehead State. He is majoring in CIS and art.

William Ashley Johnson is a native of Lexington, Kentucky, and is a recent graduate
of the writing program at Eckerd College in St. Petersburg, Florida, where he had the
privilege of completing his thesis in poetry under Peter Meinke and his mentorship
under Scott Ward. His goal is to become a published poet while taking a year off before
attending graduate school.
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Eiko Ka mo is a senior art major from Japan. She has been staying in the U.S. for three
and a half years to learn graphic design and photography. The work appearing in this
issue, "Onions," is her first experience in palladium printing.
Hmanda Kitchen is a senior art major. Her primary interest is photography. The work
appearing in this issue is a solarized photograph.
Jessica mefford is a senior at Morehead State Universtiy. She is studying to be an art
teacher. She has recently started doing abstract images and enjoys the freedom that
comes with it. She believes that all art should be fun and that playing is the only way to
achieve art.

mJK- -Obfuscate Artist
m.D. mynhier enjoys writing fiction, non-fiction and poetry. Although he writes what
many consider "regional" material, it's what he lives, knows and loves. He has been
married for the past 23 years to a very special person. M.D. and his wife Elsa are very
proud of their five children. Elsa is the power, force and love of his life. Without her,
he doubts he would have written the first word.
mike Rayburn is a senior business major with a passion for photography, especially
photographing interesting people. Mike attempts to capture on film the spirit and character of his subjects, and of others, as he continues his own spiritual journey. His neighbor and friend, Mrs. Kormendy, is the subject of "The Gardener."
naomi Sheehan is a senior art major living in Morehead. Her work has been shown in
group exhibitions around the state, a nationally-aired documentary and at MSU's spring
gala. The piece featured in this issue was drawn from a sleeping model in a life drawing class.
Stanley P. Shifferd is a multidisciplinary artist who runs around campus driving peo- .
ple crazy by asking questions like "Why aren't there mural paintings on that wall in
front of the library? Why are the walls in my dorm soooo beige? Why don't people
from the music department ask people from the art department to do a music video or
something?" He is kindly tolerated as a grad student by the fine arts department and
was delighted to work with Gary Mesa-Gaido on the Inscape cover design.
Karen m. Telford is a graduate student in the art department at MSU. She lives in a
cabin called Chrysalis in the woods of Menifee County. Her image "Surrect" was computer-generated from organic objects and is an attempt to convey appreciation for the
energy of death as equal to that of life in the continuing cycle of existence.
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Dauid Uallance is a graduate student in English. He grew up in Ashland, KY, lived
outside of Pittsburgh, PA, for a couple of years and now resides in Morehead, KY.
Poetry is his calling, but he is in the process of attempting to write a novel. He was
once the bass player for Kamiskaze, but upon leaving, it suffered the ultimate downfall.
He hopes to eventually obtain an MFA from a university that shall remain nameless.

Jessica UanWinkle lived in New Mexico until August 1999 when she moved to
Morehead, KY, with the National Student Exchange program. She has been doing art
since she could hold a crayon and, upon completion of her MFA, hopes to teach.
Although she will return to New Mexico for the Fall 2000 semester, she relishes the
time she has spent here. The "Lucky" print characterizes a common Chinese symbol of
good luck, embellished with a gem pattern suggesting a new year.
I

Lorie Hnne Zientara is an MSU sophomore and her "baby" is an MSU freshman.
Her poem "Portrait of Mrs. McKenzie" is based on one of the best teachers she has ever
known, even though Mrs. McKenzie never graduated from any college or taught in any
school. She never used sanctimonious words or preached, but by a warm and loving
example, she demonstrated the true meaning of love. Lorie's other poem, "Paper
Boats," is a brief treatise on time, words and memories.
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